
The Riddle of Time: R = t 

 This thing all things devours: 
 Birds, beasts, trees, flowers; 
 Gnaws iron, bites steel; 
 Grinds hard stones to meal; 
 Slays king, ruins town, 
 And beats high mountain down. 
 
 The answer to J.R.R. Tolkien’s riddle is time.  Though time is central to our 

lives, its nature has been one of the great mysteries. Usually expressed as t, time 

is woven into quantum mechanics and much of physics.  Stones and mountains 

are worn down by time in a process called entropy. The scale of our Universe 

expands with time. Entropy and cosmology are often called arrows of time, 

proceeding in one direction but not the other.  Today we are slowly learning the 

answer to their riddles. 

  

Space and Time As One Phenomenon 

 At the beginning of the 20th century most scientists thought that the 

Universe was filled with a dark substance called ether.  Maxwell’s 

electromagnetism was explained as waves moving in the ether.   Einstein’s 

Relativity swept this dark speculation aside.  The key to Relativity is in Einstein’s 

understanding of time. 

 Humans are already hardwired to think of space as time. In Newton’s era 

the distance between towns was described in days rather than miles.  Today few 

people know the distance to their work in kilometers, yet they nearly always know 



the time required to get there, often to the minute.  (Humans also think of time as 

money.)  In an age of clocks, knowing the time keeps us from being late to work.   

The conversion factor between space and time is a speed.  Nature has her 

own speed limit, built into everything from the tiniest atoms to expansion of the 

Universe.   c is not just the speed of light; it is a key factor in Special Relativity. 

Whether in miles per hour or meters per second, c is a conversion factor between 

Space/Time. 

While Einstein was pondering Space/Time, another young man named 

Guglielmo Marconi was sending radio signals at the speed of light.  Nearly all of 

us have spent hours listening over the airwaves.  Radio announcers often begin 

with: “If you are within the sound of my voice…” The speed of light allows us to 

make a picture of Space/Time. 
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 In our 2-dimensional page, three dimensions x, y, and z are compressed 

into the horizontal.  The dimension of time can then be pictured in the vertical.  At 



the origin is a radio station, broadcasting at the speed of light.  The spreading 

electromagnetic waves appear as a light cone. 

 Events elsewhere in Space/Time are either outside or inside the cone.  

Outside, the separation is said to be Spacelike.  A signal at the origin cannot 

affect an event outside.  Within the cone, the separation is said to be Timelike.   

The radio signal can reach an event inside--the difference is literally a matter of 

time.  In 3 dimensions the cone resembles a radio transmitter broadcasting 

spherical waves at the speed of light.  Inside this expanding sphere the 

separation is Timelike, within the sound of the announcer’s voice.  

 From this simple principle, one can derive the equations of Special 

Relativity.  c is more than just the speed of light, for Relativity’s rules apply in a 

dark room with the lights out.  Even when no one is watching, we must obey the 

speed limit. Einstein showed that space and time are one phenomenon, related 

by c. 

 

A Universe Expanding With Time   

 The twentieth century saw another revelation--the Universe expands with 

time.  Scientists once thought the Universe eternal and unchanging.  When 

Einstein’s own equations showed him that a static Universe would collapse, he 

invoked a repulsive “cosmological constant” to support it.  An imaginary energy 

was needed to save a flawed model.  



 Proof of the expanding Universe came from careful observation.  As today, 

there was a mystery behind the redshifts of distant objects.  Edwin Hubble and 

Milton Thomason’s observations showed that the redshifts of objects increased 

with distance, indicating that the Universe expanded with time.  Hubble’s 

evidence forced Einstein to admit that the cosmological constant was a blunder.  

Observations showed that the Universe expanded with time from a “Big Bang.” 

 A key bit of evidence came from a communications experiment. 60 years 

after Marconi sent signals across the Atlantic, satellites were introduced as 

relays.  Echo 1A was a giant Mylar balloon placed in orbit so that microwave 

signals could be bounced off its surface.  To send and receive the signals, Bell 

Labs built a giant horn antenna in New Jersey.  While tuning the antenna, 

physicists Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson noticed a mysterious hiss that 

appeared to come from all parts of the sky.  They had stumbled upon the Cosmic 

Microwave Background, relic radiation from a time near the Big Bang.  The CMB 

was convincing evidence that the Universe evolved in time from a hotter, denser 

state.  As the century closed, nearly every scientist agreed that the Universe 

expanded with time from a tiny size.   
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 This beginning can be drawn as a point.  Cosmologists agree that this 

baby Universe had finite volume and mass. All points of this Universe were very 

close to one another.  What came to be called a “Big Bang” started quite small.   

 If we defined R as separation from the Big Bang, our distance is just:  

 R = t   

Here t is our time measured from the Big Bang, about 14 billion years.   

 This simple equation describes the observed expansion of our Universe.  

Near the Big Bang, both R and t were very small.  As time t increases, scale R 

expands.  We have no separation in space from the Big Bang, since it occurred 

everywhere at once.  We are within the Big Bang’s cone of influence, evidenced 

by the Cosmic Microwave Background reaching our antennas.  Our separation 

from the Big Bang is just a matter of time. 

  Some people ask what happened before the Big Bang.  This is indeed a 

realm for speculation.  Before a hypothetical time of zero nothing existed, neither 

space nor time.  Even if a time-traveler could hurtle backward in time through the 

Big Bang, upon emerging she would simply find herself moving forward again.  

There may not have been any time before the Big Bang to speculate about. 

 Cosmology gives us one of time’s arrows--the Universe expands in time, 

never the reverse.  Time has other mysteries, notably the thermodynamic arrow.  



A cup dropped from a high shelf will break apart, but never reassemble.  A hot 

stream of water will spread through a tub, yet never concentrate itself back into 

the stream.  Entropy is tied to thermodynamics and Planck’s value h, all related 

to time. 

 Through theory and observation, time’s riddles are slowly being answered.  

Einstein’s Relativity showed that Space and Time are related by the speed of 

light c.  Observations showed that the Universe expands in time.  Explaining the 

cosmological arrow can provide clues to other puzzles, like the thermodynamic 

arrow.  There is reason to be optimistic for the future.  Solving today’s riddles 

may be simple as M = t, a matter of time. 
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